Knowledge about the orientation of body segments is a vital source of information.
It can be used to estimate human posture in a dynamic environment with multiple applications ranging from artifact or disturbance detection to rehabilitation robotics. The development and test of inertial measurement units requires calibration and a proper reference that can be provided by a motion tracking system. We present a novel approach for the fast calibration of inertial/magnetic sensors and the spatial synchronization with a reference system. The calibration procedure is tested using a Body Sensor Network-based inertial measurement unit and a Vicon tracking system to observe body limb orientation during normal gait on a treadmill. The proposed algorithm reduces the errors incorporated by misalignment of the reference frames and decalibration in the utilized experimental setup by 8.8°.
Introduction
Accurate orientation information of human body segments is vital for applications ranging from physical rehabilitation and monitoring over virtual reality to advanced sports. Due to the enduring improvement of micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS), inertial/magnetic sensor based systems achieved a degree of technical maturity that provide reliable data at low-cost [1] . By using sophisticated data fusion methods, these systems can be long-term accurate without losing their short-term precision [2] . The integration of these sensors in wireless body sensor networks (BSNs) enables a broad range of new applications. We address the estimation of human motion kinematics with multiple inertial measurement units (IMUs) in this paper. The Integrated Posture and Activity NEtwork by Medit Aachen (IPANEMA) is used as a framework for multiple magnetic, angular rate and gravity (MARG) sensor nodes. The performance of these nodes is evaluated with a motion tracking system.
One of the challenges associated with this experimental setup is the spatial synchronization of the different reference and body frames of the IMU and the motion tracking system. The reference frame of the IMU is the so called navigation frame, its coordinate axes are earth-fixed and point to the magnetic north, east and down parallel to the gravitational acceleration vector. The IMU body frame is determined by the alignment of the sensitive axis of the particular sensors. Whereas the reference frame of the motion tracking system as well as the body frame of the markers attached to the IMU can be arbitrarily chosen during the initial setup. We propose a novel method based on convex optimization that enables the estimation of the transformations between the different coordinate frames and the calibration of an IMU at one go. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes the IPANEMA BSN and the utilized hardware. Section 3 introduces the underlying system and sensor model, followed by a complete overview of the proposed calibration procedure in section 4. Finally, the results are presented in section 5 and conclusions are drawn in section 6.
Body Sensor Network and Inertial/Magnetic Sensor Nodes
The IPANEMA BSN provides a wearable and flexible platform that enables mobile measurements in a wide range of medical and health-oriented scenarios [3] . It utilizes a star network topology where multiple slave nodes communicate with a master node in the 433 MHz industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band using a time division multiple access (TDMA) scheme. The core of each BSN node is a microcontroller (MSP430F1611, Texas Instruments Inc., USA) that operates the main functional units such as the wireless transceiver (CC1101, Texas Instruments Inc., USA). Additionally, it provides extension ports for custom functional units including sensors and actuators. We use such an extension board equipped with triaxial inertial and magnetic sensors for real-time strapdown orientation estimation. Figure 1 shows a functional block diagram of the sensor node. The I²C (Inter-Integrated Circuit) bus with the microcontroller as master and the sensors as slaves is used for on board communication. The gyroscope (ITG-3200, InvenSense Inc., USA) and the acceleration sensor (ADXL312, Analog Devices Inc., USA) are based on MEMS technology, the magnetic field sensor (HMC5883L, Honeywell International Inc., USA) uses magneto-resistive elements to measure the magnetic field strength. MEMS inertial sensors are small and provide lowcost and low-energy measurements of the gravitational acceleration and the angular velocity of the device. However, especially low-cost sensors still lack of bias-stability and have a comparatively high spectral noise density. Hence, a sophisticated data fusion method such as the extended Kalman filter is required for robust orientation estimation.
Modeling and Estimation of Spatial Orientation
The orientation of a rigid body in space is described by the transformation from an arbitrarily attached coordinate frame to a reference frame. The former is called the body frame (denoted by the superscript b), the latter is usually named the navigation frame (labeled with n). A common way to describe the rotation between these frames is a direction cosine matrix (DCM) Cb n . It is defined as an orthogonal 3×3 matrix with determinant 1. A DCM can either be used to transform vectors described in the body frame to the navigation frame using:
or serve as a characterization of the orientation of the body frame itself. However, it is more efficient to use an orientation quaternion:
for this purpose, where the elements of q are scalars and H the set of all quaternions. q1 is defined as the scalar part and e as the imaginary part of the quaternion [4] . In order to use this as a representation of orientation, it is useful to define the quaternion norm and adjoint
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Only unit quaternions (q=1) represent valid orientations [5] , they can be transformed in an equivalent DCM using q Ce I ee e 2 2 1 2 2
where: I3 is the 3×3 identity matrix and the operator [ex] is the skew-symmetric matrix of a vector product.
Assistive Robots and Orthoses
In order to find a useful system model, a relation between orientation and at least one of the available sensor outputs is needed. This relation is given by the vector differential equation:
where: 7 denotes quaternion multiplication and ω is the angular velocity the rigid body. Formula 6 is a part of the following nonlinear state-space model from [6] , which uses the three components of angular velocity and four elements of the orientation quaternion as states:
. 
The vector w is assumed to be white Gaussian noise representing unknown human movement. The parameter x determines the bandwidth of the first order linear system modeling the transition from this movement to an angular velocity. The measurement model is based on the assumption that all states are directly measurable, only disturbed by additive noise:
@ is zero-mean white Gaussian measurement noise. The angular velocity can be measured with a gyroscope, the quaternion "measurement" is in fact the result of a one-step procedure called QUaternion ESTimator (QUEST).
Sensor Model
In addition to the system model, the triaxial MARG sensors with measured angular velocity ũ , accelera- are uncorrelated zero-mean white Gaussian measurement noise vectors [7] , [8] . The measured acceleration is in fact the sum of the gravitational vector @ and the actual acceleration a n , rotated from the navigation in the body frame. The output of the magnetometer is the rotated and scaled earth's magnetic field strength vector
@ with amplitude h and inclination angle a. The filter design proposed in [6] is depicted in Figure 2 . It is different from the standard Extended Kalman Filter design in terms of the measurement vector. Instead of using the measured acceleration and magnetic field strength as input, the output of a QUEST is treated as a measurement. The QUEST algorithm determines an optimal orientation quaternion by solving Wahba's problem [9] :
Filter Design
. minimize a q b C q r 2
The vectors bi contain the measurements of the acceleration and the magnetic field strength in the body frame, ri are earth's gravitational acceleration and magnetic field, respectively. A detailed description of the QUEST algorithm can be found in [10] .
The Extended Kalman Filter uses a first-order Taylor approximation of the nonlinear system model defined in eqn. (7) and the linear measurement model from eqn. (8) . The standard equations of the time-varying Kalman Filter are implemented using these models. The purpose of a calibration procedure is to determine the parameters of the sensor model introduced in eqns. (9) . Additionally, the coordinate transformations between the motion tracking system and the MARG sensors body and reference frames have to be determined. The MARG sensor node uses the navigation frame as a reference, the orientation measured by the motion tracking system is related to an arbitrarily defined coordinate frame. Moreover, the body coordinate frames differ as well. Figure 3 illustrates the sensor position and these different coordinate frames. The DCM that rotates the reference body frame in the MARG sensors body frame is referred to as C b . The transformation that rotates the tracking system reference frame in the navigation frame is denoted C n . The proposed calibration procedure consists of two different trials, which require continuously recording of MARG sensor and tracking data. In the first one, the sensor is at absolute rest yielding the mean values of the MARG sensors 
Calibration
The true angular velocity is obtained from the tracking system data by approximating the derivatives of qdyn,i using 
Ω TΩ
The matrix T can be splitted using the polar decomposition described in [11] :
yielding the DCM that rotates the reference body frame in the MARG sensors body frame C b and the calibration matrix Kω. In order to obtain the magnetometer's and accelerometer's calibration parameters, earth's acceleration and magnetic field are rotated in the reference body frame by 
Results
The performance of the proposed calibration procedure is validated with the experimental setup depicted in figure 4 . A subject was equipped with a BSN nodes at hip, thigh and ankle in order to monitor the orientation of these limb segments. Measurements of human gait were conducted on a treadmill (Ergo Run Medical 8, Daum Electronic GmbH, Germany). The absolute error was determined with a motion tracking system (Vicon Bonita with 6 cameras, Vicon, USA) sampling at a rate of 100 Hz. The sampling frequency of the BSN-based IMUs were set to 75 Hz. Figure 5 shows Euler angles and estimation errors during normal gait at 3 km/h on a treadmill. The solid lines are real data from the motion tracking system, the dashed and dotted lines are estimated by the Extended Kalman Filter from the uncalibrated and calibrated sensor signals, respectively. The reference frame of the motion tracking system manually set to match the navigation frame. This is done by a cross-shaped tool called "wand", which consists of two orthogonal levers equipped with water-levels. It has to be positioned in the tracking volume during system setup and defines the axes of the motion tracking reference frame. Figure 5 shows, that roll and pitch angles can be set quite accurately, but yaw angle that is defined by the magnetic north deviates strongly. This error is mostly corrected by the proposed calibration procedure.
Conclusions
We propose an algorithm, which determines the necessary transformations between an IMU and a motion tracking system that is capable of calculating the calibration values of the IMU simultaneously. The calibration method was validated in treadmill experiments with a BSN-based IMU. The orientation estimated from the calibrated signals is sufficient to allow a robust monitoring of the attitude of body segments. That enables the systematic investigation of the connection between human posture and other medically relevant data. 
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